LIFE

But never she. The years saw her adapt
With moderation, seven decades long,
With much good done, and many changes seen,
Since accident and fate made her a Queen.
Brian Murdoch/Shakespeare
We’re running out of elements to celebrate your
jubilees,
so some are saying iodine and others reckon
manganese.
We’ve eulogised your majesty in silver, gold, and
platinum,
and Charles opines the next one may be arsenic
or tantalum.
A monarchy on bicycles would recommend
titanium;
we wouldn’t need the Russian gas if we could use
uranium.
If hearts were filled with helium you’d know that
it was flattery;
a festival of lithium would soon discharge your
battery.
Now Vladimir suggests he toasts your tenure with
plutonium
and stirs your lapsang souchong with a spoonful
of polonium.
Europium or francium are now impossibilities:
we’re running out of elements to celebrate your
jubilees.
Nick MacKinnon/Tom Lehrer
They’re staying put at Buckingham Palace –
Christopher Robin asks why of Alice.
‘She’s been on the throne now for awfully long,
But she thinks that to abdicate would be wrong,’
Says Alice.
They’re staying put at Buckingham Palace –
Christopher Robin asks why of Alice.
‘A Platinum Jubilee’s quite a thing,
And nobody wants to see Charles as King,’
Says Alice.
They’re staying put at Buckingham Palace –
Christopher Robin asks why of Alice.
‘Well, once she is gone, we’ll get Queen Camilla,
So God give her strength to remain at the tiller,’
Says Alice.
Brian Allgar/A.A. Milne
O jubilate! Now our Queen
Joins us in celebration
To mark the matchless years she’s been
The Monarch of our nation.
Let bells and laughter ring around
To meet this joyful day
As if the time since she was crowned
Has melted quite away.
But even as we do rejoice
In moments we shall treasure
Let us as well give thankful voice
For a life beyond mere measure.
We know without dry calculation
The symbol she has been
Of grace and selfless dedication
As our most noble Queen.
W.J. Webster/John Betjeman

NO. 3254: HARD TIMES
You are invited to tweak a well-known book
title to reflect the straitened times we live
in (e.g. Lidl Women) and provide an extract
of up to 150 words. Please email entries to
lucy@spectator.co.uk by midday on 15 June.
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Crossword
2558: Blonde, 78
by Fieldfare
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		Across
7 Assembly line described
by writer I don’t know (6)
12 Smaller flower is rarity,
but gets propagated (9)
13 Dido laughed, admitting
mistaken views (5)
15 Magic as hospital
overcomes shortage
(9, two words)
16 Buttress, stone, penetrated
by Edmund (6)
20 Celebrate about weed
doing farrier’s work (7)
21 Do a Chinese for
Mormon perhaps (6)
24 Loose women once
simpered stupidly (8)
26 One terrible noise echoing
from nests (4)
27 One can’t write in this
good book (3)
29 One studying Rabbit, Run
(4)
32 With restraint, watched
massacre filmed (8)
34 Backward American state
becomes more
sophisticated (6)
35 Salt he sprinkled around
meat loaf (6)
37 On high tower, note
foreign character (7)
39 Available for work, only
half attracting tax
(6, two words)
42 What I balanced
precariously on head?
(9, two words)
45 Tower, we hear, is a
beautiful sight (6)
46 Male Scot’s purpose
shows courage (6)
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Unclued lights can be grouped
into three triplets, each associated in a different sense with a
keyword to be discovered, of
which the title suggests a topical
example
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		Down
1 Little darlings turned up,
having rung (4)
2 Holiday on ship fitted
with one iron lamp (7)
3 Virus met with drug in
workers’ colony (4)
4 In greater numbers go
round and tell us off (7)
6 No open country offers
shade (6)
8 A positive response, as it
were (4)
10 Extreme cult raided, half
expelled (5)
11 First to mention ransom,
ask criminal for ID set in
stone (10, two words)
17 Up-country, fail to find
milk drink (6)
18 After fish, pair eating
plain biscuit (9)
19 Frustrate recording fixer
(10, two words)
23 Discharges European over
old exploits (6)
25 Notice about a trim knot,
perhaps (8, hyphened)
26 A copper first seen on
D-Day (8, two words)
30 As fever remedy, endlessly
pound square (7)

33 Expert with this, tend to
melt, becoming infatuated
(6, two words)
36 American? In the south,
you come over as calm (5)
38 Super, heading off to fly
around then land (4)
40 One turn and tilt only
needed occasionally (4)
41 Horrid beast in yard given
drink (4)
A first prize of £30 for the first
correct solution opened on 20
June. There are two runners-up
prizes of £20. Please scan or
photograph entries and email
them (including the crossword
number in the subject field) to
crosswords@spectator.co.uk.
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Address 		

		

		

SOLUTION TO 2555: 6 X 2 MIXTURES
The paired unclued lights (2/25, 4/16, 5/28, 10/20, 13/17
and 15D/41) are anagrams of one another.
First prize Trish Baldin, Chorley, Lancs
Runners-up Michael Crapper, Whitchurch, Hants;
J.E. Green, St Albans, Herts
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